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over snow-capped mountains and endless swamps at times, often via paths
never attempted by humans to evade KMT pursuit. One year later, at the
end of the Long March, less than 10% of the original marchers survived.
The Long March, an unthinkable ordeal that stemmed from a firm
determination to survive, covered almost 8000 miles (12,500 km),
almost three times the distance from New York to Los Angeles, one third
of which was covered during winter. The Long March not only saved the
Red Army from extinction, but also solidified the leadership position of
one particular CPC official, Mao Zedong. His strategy of asymmetric
warfare against the KMT was proved to be correct when a conventional
“head-on” style of war fighting, favored by top leaders of the CPC at the
time, failed, because the CPC army was substantially weaker than that
of the KMT. Shortly after the Long March began, Mao rose to the top
of the CPC chain of command, to become the leading figure in Chinese
politics for the next 40 years.

State of Manchuria

W

hile the KMT government was spending most of its energy
and resources trying to root out the CPC and other groups it
deemed “outlaws,” Japan was aiming to root out the Chinese government
altogether, so that the small island nation never would have to worry
about a lack of land and resources again. Militarily and technologically
advanced, the Imperial Japanese government in the 1920s had grand
global ambitions.
With a total land area smaller than that of California (Japan: 145,883
sq. miles/377,873 sq. km, California: 163,696 sq. miles/423,971 sq. km),
Japan’s population in 1930 was 64.45 million. This was 52% of the entire
US population for that year (122.78 million). Fast population growth
and economic development were putting pressure on the resource supply
chain. When the Great Depression in the United States sent shock waves
to Japan, which depended heavily on exporting to the US, the impact
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caused widespread job losses and economic stagnation. Consequently,
many of the unemployed joined the army, and support for a militaristic
expansionist national strategy steadily increased.
When Japan won the First Sino-Japanese War in 1894, against the
Qing Dynasty, it gained considerable concessions in China, including
control of Taiwan, mineral rights in the part of northeast China that
was Manchuria, ability to operate solely-owned businesses, and so on.
Following the Russo-Japanese War of 1904, in which Japan defeated the
Russian Empire, Japan took over the Kwantung Leased Territory—formerly
run by Russia—in today’s Liaoning Province in China, and established an
army garrison in the territory. Over the years, the Kwantung Army base
became Imperial Japan’s outpost in its preparation for a much bigger plan
to conquer northern China. Japan hoped to turn this territory and two
nearby provinces into a permanent production base for Japanese industries
as well as a buffer zone against possible Russian aggression.
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As the Japanese Kwantung Army’s strength grew, its actions went
unchallenged by Chinese who were too busy fighting among themselves.
Japan condoned the desire of the Kwantung Army to spread its influence
beyond Liaoning Province and the Army began to create a series of
incidents in the late 1920s and early 1930s that were aimed at legitimizing
an invasion. First the KMT’s de facto ruler of Liaoning and the two nearby
provinces was assassinated, then came a fabricated story that part of the
railway controlled by the Japanese near a main Chinese army base was
“sabotaged” by Chinese soldiers. The Japanese used this pretext to open fire
on the Chinese base, then launched a full-scale invasion of the northeast
region of China in September, 1931. Preoccupied with domestic unrest,
including the unfinished encirclement campaigns against the Communist
forces in the south, Chiang Kai-shek’s KMT government gave a “nonresistance” order to its defense forces in the region. This allowed the
Japanese to occupy major cities throughout the area in a matter of days,
including the Qing Emperors’ homeland. The area where the homeland
is had been considered so special to the Manchu elite that under their
rule Han Chinese were not allowed to live or to travel there. Now, it had
become a Japanese colony. The size of this colony was three and one-half
times the size of Japan.
Two months after the invasion, in order to pacify the conquered
population and silence international condemnation, Japanese officials
visited China’s Last Emperor, Puyi, in his temporary residence in Tianjin.
In this city near Beijing, Puyi’s former seat of power, they invited him to
become the ruler of a new “country,” the State of Manchuria. The Japanese
came in style. Uniformed and armed military officers accompanied
Japanese diplomats during the visit, and Japanese cannons were shelling
Tianjin as the invitation was presented. The area where Puyi lived was
cordoned off by Japanese soldiers so no information could travel to or from
Puyi’s residence. Besieged and alone, the Last Emperor went along with his
Japanese handlers and months later he was installed as “Chief Executive” of
the State of Manchuria. Beginning in 1932, Puyi’s new seat of government
was in the city of Changchun, 627 miles (1003 km) north of Beijing.
Although partially coerced into the act, Puyi had always dreamed
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of reviving his dynasty and resuming the title of Emperor for himself.
Despite overwhelming denunciations by a Chinese public that called him
a “sell-out” and a “puppet Emperor,” despite tensions with the Japanese
when he tried to break away from their restrictions and manipulation,
Puyi secretly wished to take this opportunity to bide his time for
an eventual comeback. To the Japanese, he obliged when necessary,
and confronted when he could. One example was his insistence on
maintaining the protocols and dignity befitting an Emperor. Since the
title “Chief Executive” and the name “State of Manchuria” suggested

The Qing Dynasty style ritual during Puyi (fourth from left)’s enthronement ceremony in
Manchuria on March 1st, 1934.
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junior status to the Empire of
Japan, Puyi was adamant that
both be changed. On March 1,
1934, the name of the territory
was changed to the Great Empire
of Manchuria, and Puyi was
enthroned as its Emperor, first
in traditional Qing ritual in the
Emperor’s “dragon robe,” then
in a modern ceremony in fully
decorated military uniform.
Sa d l y, t h e n a m e c h a n g e
represented the truth about the
Last Emperor’s 14-year reign
(1932-1945) in Manchuria: he
was Emperor of an Empire in

Puyi in Manchurian military uniform, 1930s.

name alone.
Grandma turned eight years old in 1934, when there was again an
emperor ostensibly ruling over her hometown. This was confusing to
her as a school girl because she was told she was a citizen of the Manchu
Empire yet, every morning, all students at school had to bow toward the
direction of Japan, where the Emperor of Japan lived.
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